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Hello Everyone,
We’re happy to announce that 3
CHTP from Canada attended the
HT Level 1 Instructor Training at
the HBB Conference in CO in
October. Jan Muir, RN, MScN,
CHTP Burnaby, BC, Jackie Victor,
BSc, CHTP Dieppe, NB & Chantal
LeCouteur Morais, RN, CHTP
Lakeville,
NB
have
eagerly
continued the process back in
Canada and are looking for Level 1
classes to participate in.
Kathleen Smythe, RN, BSc,
CHTP/I of Christina Lake, BC did
the Level 2 training and is on the
road to becoming a Level 2
Instructor.

Ronda MacKenzie-Cooper, BA,
MA, CHTP/I of Cumberland, BC
on recently becoming a Certified
HT Instructor!

It’s that magical time of year when reduced daylight and
dropping temperatures in Canada have stimulated various flora
and fauna into their dormant phases. Energy is focused down
and inward with a familiar slowing that invites reflection on the
question, What is it that’s being emptied within me, making space for
something new to develop and be nurtured during this season?
At a time when moving with the natural world nudges us
toward introspection, many are pushing through and busily
shopping and preparing for time with family and friends. Can
the holiday spirit of giving and spreading goodwill, evoke a
generosity of spirit that calls us to remember our union with all
of life, venturing well beyond the material world?
It can be challenging when expectations and emotions run high
and that which motivates us is beyond our conscious
awareness. As students and practitioners of Healing Touch we
learn to come home to ourselves. We’re given tools for self-care
and healing on a path of wholeness.
Is there a better season for opening to the potential of new
growth? Experiencing the societal push to busyness in contrast
to nature’s inward draw reminds us to look at what’s important
and why we choose what
we do.

_______________________________________________

Just as leaves naturally
release and fall from trees
when their life energy is
waning, beliefs that were
once unconscious fall away
when they’ve come to light and filled their purpose. This
creates space and opportunities to be more fully ourselves.

Healing Beyond Borders
21st Annual Energy Healing
Conference

The Next Harmonic
General Conference: Aug 17-20/17
Pre-Conferences: Aug 16-17/17
Instructor Trainings (Prerequisites apply)
L1: Aug 14-16/17
L4: Aug 15/17
L 2, 3, 5: Aug 16/17
Westin, Westminster, CO
http://healingbeyondborders.org/

Jeanne Balcom, retired nurse, CHTP/I, RCRT, nd, lives in
Dieppe, NB and took her first HT Level 1 class in 2002. She
was inspired when she envisioned incorporating HT into her
hospital nursing and from then on wanted to share it with
others. This led to becoming a Certified HT Instructor and for
over 10 years she’s been passionately promoting and teaching
HT on the East Coast, particularly amongst nurses. Jeanne is
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The notion of
a separate
organism is
clearly an
abstraction,
as is also its
boundary.
Underlying
all this is
unbroken

bilingual and offers Level 1-4 classes in both French and
English (with over 125 Level 1 classes alone taught so far.)
With the growth of HT in NB Jeanne is thrilled that two
bilingual (French/English) CHTP are eager to become
Instructors by the fall of 2017. So much so that she sat in on
their Level 1 Instructor Training in Colorado in October in
order to best support their training back in NB. Some delightful new ideas are already being incorporated into her teaching
as a result.
Jeanne has passionately volunteered her time in various

wholeness capacities in the HT Community at large including mentoring
even though our civilization has
many students through to Level 5 and certification. This year it
developed in such a way as to strongly all comes together in her role as the Chairperson for the 2017
emphasize the separation into parts. Healing Touch Assoc. of Canada Conference.
David Bohm

2017 HTAC Conference
2017 ACHT Conférence
April/Avril 28 - 30, 2017
Moncton, NB

There are two ways of spreading light:
to be the candle or the mirror that
reflects it. Edith Wharton

For more information visit:
Pour
plus
d'information
visitez:

_______________________________________________

creatingthewave2017.com

The Organizing Committee is putting together a dynamic event
with the intention of increasing awareness of the uses and
benefits of holistic approaches within our healthcare system.
By incorporating integrative therapies we support the
HTAC members pay discounted HBB
enhancement of the body’s innate healing abilities. Embracing
Membership fees & receive discounts
the union of body, mind and spirit opens doorways to new
on some HT classes.
potential.
Visit the website for membership
details & other information.
www.htac-jm.org

Creating the Wave of Wellness Conference goals:
• Increase the importance of a healthy and well-balanced
body/ mind/ spirit connection.
HTAC Conference
April 28-30, 2017 – Moncton, NB
• To promote health and wellness amongst ‘healers’ and
health care professionals.
Super early bird registration extended
until December 31, 2016.
• Ignite one’s passion for self-care and healing arts.
The Delta Hotel is booking fast so
• Increase awareness of the study of Healing Touch
book your room as early as possible.
curriculum.
For a list of the speakers including Adam McLeod, ND aka
At times our own light goes out and is Adam the Dreamhealer and other details check out the website.
rekindled by a spark from another www.Creatingthewave2017.com
______________________________________________

person. Each of us has cause to think
with deep gratitude of those who have May we all call upon the tools we’ve learned to find balance and
continue to walk a path of wholeness in this season of hope!
lighted the flame within us.
Albert Schweitzer
To unsubscribe email
HTCanada@healingtouchcanada.net
put UNSUBSCRIBE in subject line.

Happy Holiday Season and New Year from Angela Mattos,
CHTP and Karen Stewart, HTI-P.
Check

out

Karen’s

postings

on

the

HTC

Facebook

page.

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Healing-Touch-Canada-Inc/214233035258327?sk=timeline&ref=page_interna
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